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	Name: Keyvyre "Key"
	Duty Station: Phoenix Base
	Level: 5
	Affiliation: 
	RaceSpecies: Aturen
	OriginBackground: Rainforest / preservationist 
	Name_2: Keyvyre "Key"
	Duty Station_2: Phoenix Base
	Class_2: Medic
	Level_2: 2
	RaceSpecies_2: Aturen
	Name_3: Keyvyre "Key"
	Duty Station_3: Phoenix Base
	Class_3: Medic
	Level_3: 2
	RaceSpecies_3: Aturen
	Name_4: Keyvyre "Key"
	Duty Station_4: Phoenix Base
	Class_4: Medic
	Level_4: 2
	RaceSpecies_4: Aturen
	MP Earned: 29
	MP Spent: ?
	Strength_Mod: -1
	Dexterity_Mod: 2
	Class: [medic]
	Constitution_Mod: 0
	Intelligence_Mod: 1
	Charisma: 12
	Wisdom_Mod: 3
	Charisma_Mod: 1
	Strength: 8
	Dexterity: 14
	Constitution: 11
	Intelligence: 13
	Wisdom: 17
	ConstitutionSave: 0
	IntelligenceSave: 1
	WisdomSave: 5
	DexteritySave: 4
	CharismaSave: 1
	StrengthSave: -1
	CharismaSave_Prof: Off
	WisdomSave_Prof: 1
	IntelligenceSave_Prof: Off
	ConstitutionSave_Prof: Off
	DexteritySave_Prof: 1
	StrengthSave_Prof: Off
	SavingThrowModifiers: 
	Survival_Prof: [0.0]
	Stealth_Prof: [0.0]
	SleightOfHand_Prof: [0.0]
	Science_Prof: [1.0]
	Pilot_Prof: [0.0]
	Persuasion_Prof: [0.0]
	Performance_Prof: [0.0]
	Perception_Prof: [0.0]
	Nature_Prof: [0.0]
	Medicine_Prof: [1.0]
	Investigation_Prof: [0.0]
	Intimidation_Prof: [0.0]
	Insight_Prof: [1.0]
	Engineering_Prof: [0.0]
	Deception_Prof: [0.0]
	Culture_Prof: [0.0]
	Athletics_Prof: [1.0]
	AnimalHandling_Prof: [0.0]
	Acrobatics_Prof: [0.0]
	Survival_Ability: [wis]
	Stealth_Ability: [dex]
	SleightOfHand_Ability: [dex]
	Science_Ability: [int]
	Pilot_Ability: [dex]
	Persuasion_Ability: [cha]
	Performance_Ability: [cha]
	Perception_Ability: [wis]
	Nature_Ability: [int]
	Medicine_Ability: [wis]
	Investigation_Ability: [int]
	Intimidation_Ability: [cha]
	Insight_Ability: [wis]
	Engineering_Ability: [int]
	Deception_Ability: [cha]
	Culture_Ability: [wis]
	Athletics_Ability: [str]
	AnimalHandling_Ability: [wis]
	Acrobatics_Ability: [dex]
	Survival: 3
	Stealth: 2
	SleightOfHand: 2
	Science: 3
	Pilot: 2
	Persuasion: 1
	Performance: 1
	Perception: 3
	Nature: 1
	Medicine: 5
	Investigation: 1
	Intimidation: 1
	Insight: 5
	Engineering: 1
	Deception: 1
	Culture: 3
	Athletics: 1
	AnimalHandling: 3
	Acrobatics: 2
	Inspiration: Off
	Armor Class: 18
	Initiative: 3
	Moxie: 1
	PassiveInvestigation: 11
	PassiveInsight: 15
	PassivePerception: 13
	Prof_Bonus: 2
	Actions: 
	0: Aturen Traits:Ability Score Increase: Choose either Wisdomor Charisma to improve by +2. (Wisdom +2)RAINFORESTAttribute: Charisma +1
	1: Med Kit : A proficient character heals 2d8 to a wounded character and 2d4 damage to a scuffed character. A character can only benefit from Med Kits once per short rest.  

	DeathSave_Success: 
	1: Off
	2: Off
	0: Off

	DeathSave_Failure: 
	0: Off
	1: Off
	2: Off

	TempHP: 
	CurrentHP: 43
	MaxHP: 43
	HitDice: D8
	Exhaustion: 
	CurrentDetermination: 
	MaxDetermination: 4
	AttackName: 
	0: Beretta M9
	1: Mossberg 500
	2: Shortblade
	3: P90 (longarm)
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackSpecial: 
	0: pg. 67
	1: pg. 67
	2: pg. 64
	3: pg. 67
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackHit: 
	0: 1d8
	1: 1d10
	2: 1d4
	3: 2d6
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackDamage: 
	0: piercing
	1: piercing
	2: piercing
	3: piercing
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackRange: 
	0: 50/100m
	1: 10/30m
	2: -
	3: 200m/1800m
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackReload: 
	0: 1
	1: 2
	2: 
	3: 1
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	FeaturesTraits: 
	0: Medic:FIRST AIDYour extensive training in field medicine allowsyou to rapidly provide aid to a wounded teammember. When you use a med kit to heal, youadd your Proficiency bonus to the healed amount.In addition, you may use a med kit to heal awounded team member as an action (ratherthan during a short rest). Med kits cannot healthe target again until after a short rest.PROCEDURESYou’ve learned a few advanced medical and scientificprocedures you can employ in the field. Choose oneprocedure feat (see page 100) at 1st level and anadditional procedure feat at 3rd level and 5th level.  You can use your action to administer first aid to an unconscious creature and attempt to stabilize them, which requires a successful Medicine check. The DC of this check is determined by the scene’s Tension rating. (pg 122)First Aidd4 Very Easy (5)d6 Easy (10)d8 Medium (15)d10 Hard (20)d12 Very Hard (25)
	2: 
Aturen Proficiencies: 

NATURAL RESILIENCE
An Aturen gains advantage on any saves against
disease or poison.

NATURALIST
Whenever you make a Science Check that involves
an ecosystem and the creatures within, you add
+TD to the check.


Origins

RAINFOREST
The forest canopy blocked out the skies of your
world. Your youth was spent among the trees, their
trunks and limbs providing for a staggering variety
of wildlife and a tightly knit local community.
Attribute: Charisma +1
Tropics Adept: You do not suffer disadvantage
on Ability Checks caused by rain or fog.

PRESERVATIONIST
You feel at home in natural environments and
wish to see them cared for, even those of other
worlds. Perhaps you’ve witnessed the devastation
that can be wrought on a planet by the Jaffa, or
you might simply feel driven to protect the natural
splendor on display in the Milky Way.
Bonus Proficiency: Nature
An Eye for Nature: You gain advantage on
Intelligence and Wisdom Checks to identify the
properties of plants.


	1: Procedure Feats:CRASH TRAININGMP Cost: 5Requirement: First Aid abilityYou may use a Med Kit to revive a characterwho has been dead for a number of rounds upto your Proficiency bonus with a successful DC25 Medicine check. You may attempt this checkonce per round. PRESERVATIONISTYou feel at home in natural environments and wish to see them cared for, even those of otherworlds. Perhaps you’ve witnessed the devastation that can be wrought on a planet by the Jaffa, or you might simply feel driven to protect the naturalsplendor on display in the Milky Way.Bonus Proficiency: NatureAn Eye for Nature: You gain advantage onIntelligence and Wisdom Checks to identify theproperties of plants.
	4: 
	5: 

	CharacterImage: 
	Senses: 
	CharacterAppearance: 
	Flaws: Overprotective. Gets angry when team members place themselves in unneccessary danger. Key is also prone to episodes of brooding and guilt because of unrealistic expectations she sometimes places on herself. 
	Ideals: Responsibility and professionalism.
	Personality: Key is always smiling and is an optimistic person most of the time. She is a mother hen and is very protective of her team. Key is also very eager and excited when it comes to new missions.
	AlliesOrganizations: House Thornblade aligned with House Valingar the House of Steel and Stone. 
	Backstory: Keyvyre "Key" is an Aturen from a planet with dense rainforests/ jungle. She is a bit of a flower child and always seems to have her head a bit in the clouds and a content smile on her face. She is very good at creating natural remedies to ailments using found plants wherever she happens to be. Despite this, she is also an expert at using modern technologies to treat sickness / heal the injured. She holds several medical titles from Aturen which are that society's way of showing expertise and schooling in the medical field. Key was asked to join the SGC by the leaders of her House, after the SGC sent diplomats to meet with the Aturen Houses in order to seek an alliance. 

Key looks a little bit ridiculous in military uniform. The closest she is able to come to being in regulation with her hair, is having it tied back with a scarf. Her "uniform" is adorned with an odd assortment of fringe, feathers, flowers - you name it. 

Key is trained in martial arts in the tradition of her ancestors, but has no practical experience in the field. She has never been in battle before because of the peaceful nature of the Aturen. Because of the Aturen experience with the Goa’uld, Key does not trust Jaffa, but is fine with the Tok'ra. She is a little bit naive and is not truly prepared for warfare. 
	AdditionalNotes: 
	0: 
	1: 

	WeaponAmmo: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	WeaponInfo: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	Armor: 
	HelmetShield: 
	BaseKit: Med kit 
Tactical Vest & 3 Uniforms
MREs (mission duration)
• Combat Knife (Shortblade, Tech Level 2)
• Personal Tactical Radio
• Flashlight
• Water Purifier
• Filtration/Radiation Mask
• Multi-tool
Extended Climate Protection Clothing
• Combat Tent
• Sidearm (Beretta M9) w/2 magazines
• Longarm (FN P90 or Mossberg 500) w/2
magazines
In addition to
	FeaturesTraits3: 
	AdditionalEquipment: 
	0: Elio’so Paste (Aturen)

This watery purple substance is created from
the juices of the rare Elio tree native to the
Aturen homeworld. While the plant was nearly
destroyed, it has recently been re-cultivated thanks
to a planetary-scale preservation effort. Despite
being very thin, the paste does not stain or soak
into clothing. The Elio’so paste acts as emergency
food (1 spoonful dose is 1 day’s rations) and it
mimics certain cell types when applied directly
to bones or organs. A character proficient in the
Medicine skill can spend an hour applying 5 doses
to a target to make a DC 20 Medicine check. If
successful, the target heals 1 Strength, Dexterity,
and Constitution damage. Whether the check is
successful or not, the target heals a number of
HP equal to the result of the check.



	1: Ud’Wat Incense (Aturen)

The flowers of Ud’Wat trees bloom every three
years for only a week. During this time, caretakers
scurry to press the leaves between coarse stones
grinding it into a powder that can be laced into
incense. The final product of this labor is used in
several Aturen rituals that sedate the participants
and join their lucid dreaming minds into a shared
experience. The dreamscape can be quite vivid and
is often violent when dealing with an injured non-
Aturen mind (non-Aturens are frequently
brought along into the dream state
for aid). There are many uses for the Ud’Wat
i n c e n s e ,
including the
following (but
not limited to):
• Aiding a subject to heal mental distress (such
as rescuing them from a coma).
• Sharing a memory in vivid details that the
waking mind cannot recall.
•Determining whether or not a person is
trustworthy.
•Breaking mental conditioning.
	2: •Med Kit (pg 72) A character can use this Med Kit to heal 1d8 damage to a wounded character, or 1d4 damage to a scuffed character during a short rest. A proficientcharacter heals 2d8 to a wounded character and 2d4 damage to a scuffed character. A character can only benefit from Med Kits once per shortrest. Note: A fully-stocked med kit is designed to have more supplies than is typically required on a single mission; for longer missions, additional medmay be issued. Unless otherwise noted by the GM, a Med Kit does not need to track a limited number of uses. On protracted deploy

	ExtraReloads: 
	PushDragLift: 
	EncumberedWeight: 
	BulkCarried: 
	ProficienciesLanguages: 
Armor: Light

Weapons: Common weapons, Sidearms,
Shotguns

Tools: Med Kit and Outbreak Kit

Saving Throws: Dexterity and Wisdom

Skills: Athletics, Insight, Medicine, and
Science
	Speed: 6
	Defenses: 


